Abstract
Introduction
selection index makes it possible to retain those individuals (Bernardo 2010) .
48
When cost is considered, independent culling can be more efficient than a selection index (Xu and Muir 49 1991) . This is because independent culling does not require phenotypes for all individuals and traits at one time,
50
whereas strict application of a selection index requires phenotypes for all traits. This benefit is particularly valuable 51 to plant breeders, because early stages of the breeding program often have a very large number of individuals.
52
Phenotyping all individuals for all traits is likely to be logistically and financially infeasible. For example, some traits 53 have a high measurement cost, such as bread quality in wheat, so that they cannot be measured on a large number of 54 individuals. Further, some traits can only be measured on older plants, such as lifetime production in sugarcane, or on 55 a plot or group basis. Delaying selection until these traits become available would be effectively equivalent to random 56 selection, because the breeder would have to reduce the overall size of the early stage. Thus, practical constraints 57 require at least some use of independent culling on traits that can be phenotyped simply/quickly and at a lower cost in 58 breeding programs utilising phenotypic selection.
59
The use of genomic selection in plant breeding may render the cost efficiency benefit of independent culling 60 obsolete if all early generation individuals are genotyped. This is because genomic selection allows for accurate 61 prediction of all traits at once (Meuwissen et al. 2001) . While genotyping all early generation individuals is not 62 standard in most current breeding programs, it may become so in the future. This is likely to be the case if breeding 63 programs adopt a two-part strategy to breeding that explicitly splits breeding programs into a rapid cycling, genomic 64 selection guided, population improvement part tasked with developing new germplasm and a product development part focused on developing new varieties. Simulations of these breeding programs suggest they can deliver considerably more genetic gain than more conventional breeding programs (Gaynor et al. 2017 ).
Several studies have already discussed the benefits of incorporating genomic selection strategies into crop recurrent selection breeding program using either a selection index or independent culling, at least in the context of 71 genomic selection. We used simulations of recurrent breeding programs to evaluate and compare both strategies for 72 20 cycles of selection. The purpose of these simulations was to quantify the magnitude of the difference between 73 optimally set independent culling levels and an optimal selection index. The simulations also investigated the 74 sensitivity of independent culling to sub-optimal culling levels.
75

Material and Methods
76
Stochastic simulations of entire breeding programs for multiple traits were used to compare the genetic gains 77 in a breeding program using independent culling levels and a breeding program using an economic selection index for 78 selection of parents. In the independent culling approach, selection was performed for one trait at a time at each stage 79 of selection. A clonally propagated crop species was considered. In breeding programs for clonally propagated species,
80
all the genotypes in the F1 population are candidate clones to be released as cultivars or used as parents in the next 81 breeding cycle (Grüneberg et al. 2009 ). The methods were compared using the average of fifty replicates, each 82 replicate consisting of: i) a burn-in phase shared by both strategies so that each strategy had an identical, realistic 83 starting point; and ii) an evaluation phase that simulated future breeding with different breeding strategies. The burn-
84
in phase consisted of 20 years of breeding using independent culling for the selection of parents and the evaluation 85 phase consisted of 20 cycles of selection using either independent culling or index selection.
86
Genome sequence
87
For each replicate, a genome consisting of 10 chromosome pairs was simulated for the hypothetical clonally 88 propagated plant species. These chromosomes were assigned a genetic length of 1. 
92
was set to 50, with linear piecewise increases to 1,000 at 100 generations ago, 6,000 at 1,000 generations ago, 12,000
93
at 10,000 generations ago, and 32,000 at 100,000 generations ago.
94
Founder genotypes
95
Simulated genome sequences were used to produce 50 founder genotypes. These founder genotypes served
96
as the initial parents in the burn-in phase. This was accomplished by randomly sampling gametes from the simulated 97 genome to assign as sequences for the founders. Sites that were segregating in the founders' sequences were randomly sampled from a multivariate normal distribution with mean = [ 0 0 ] and desired values of correlation.
Estimated breeding values
102
The true genetic value of the simulated traits was determined by the summing of its causal loci allele effects.
103
The 
112
Breeding methods
113
The simulations modelled breeding for two component traits (T1 and T2) that were improved using either 
123
Simulated scenarios
124
The selection index and independent culling methods were compared in a set of scenarios that aimed to assess 125 the relative performance of the methods under different levels of accuracy of selection, and relative economic 126 importance of T2. A summary of all simulated scenarios is shown in Table 1 .
127
For one set of scenarios we simulated four levels of accuracy (0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.99), assigned the same 128 economic importance for both traits, and an unfavourable initial genetic correlation of -0.5 between traits. In another 
, where is the number of causal loci and and are, respectively, allele frequency
147
and allele substitution effect at the i-th causal locus.
148
To measure efficiency, genetic mean and genic standard deviation were standardized to mean zero and unit 
153
For genetic correlation, we report the correlation between the true genetic values of T1 and T2. We calculated
154
this metric on the individuals in the F1 population at each cycle of selection.
155
Results
156
Overall the results show that index selection provided consistent genetic gains and was equivalent to 157 independent culling in terms of genetic gains and efficiency when optimal culling levels were used. Index selection 158 performed better than independent culling in scenarios where independent culling levels were suboptimal.
159
We have structured the description of the results in two parts, corresponding to how the relative performance 160 of the selection methods was affected by: i) the accuracy of selection, and ii) the relative economic importance of 161 traits.
162
Accuracy of selection
163
The results show that increases in accuracy accentuated the differences in the genotypes being selected by 164 either independent culling or index selection. This is shown in Fig. 1 , where the genotypes selected as parents by each 165 selection method are highlighted. Lower levels of accuracy led to a more diffuse cluster of selected genotypes and,
166
with increasing selection accuracy, the cluster of selected genotypes approached what was expected for each method of selection (Bernardo, 2010) .
168
Fig . 2 shows the change in the genetic correlation between the component traits for both independent culling 169 and index selection over 20 cycles of selection at different levels of accuracy. Both selection methods resulted in the correlation between traits becoming increasingly unfavourable over the cycles of selection. For both methods, the change in the genetic correlation was higher with higher values of accuracy. Compared to independent culling, index selection led to larger changes in the genetic correlation between the two traits. After 20 cycles of selection with genetic correlation in cycle 0, while index selection led to a genetic correlation that was 17% more unfavourable led to a genetic correlation that was 29% more unfavourable compared to the genetic correlation in cycle 0, while 177 index selection led to a genetic correlation that was 64% more unfavourable compared to the genetic correlation in 178 cycle 0.
179
The change of genetic mean in parents for the component traits and the index trait over the cycles of selection 180 using each method is shown in Fig. 3 . For both methods, the genetic gains for the component traits and the index trait 186 Table 2 shows the genetic standard deviation of parents in cycle 20 and the loss in genetic standard deviation 
200
higher compared to the loss of genetic standard deviation observed using independent culling, respectively.
201 Table 3 
220
The variation about those means was largest with relative economic importance of 1.0 and smallest with relative 221 economic importance of 5.0.
223
Discussion
224
This study evaluated and compared recurrent selection breeding programs that either use index selection or 225 independent culling for the selection of parents by genomic selection. Overall the results show that using index 226 selection is either better or equivalent to independent culling in this context. Index selection outperformed independent 227 culling when sub-optimal culling levels were used. Our results demonstrate that accurately assessing the economic
228
importance of the traits is essential regardless of the method of selection being used.
229
The main difference between index selection and independent culling is that, when using index selection, 
234
the correlation between traits and the genetic diversity over cycles of recurrent selection. We discuss each of these 235 aspects in the following two sections. In the third section, we discuss how the relative economic importance of the 236 traits can affect the relative performance of the methods. Lastly, we discuss the implications of our results for modern 237 plant breeding programs which deploy genomic selection.
239
Methods of selection and genetic correlation between traits
240
The results show that, after only a few cycles of selection, index selection generates F1 populations with a 241 more unfavourable genetic correlation between traits than the F1 populations generated by independent culling (Fig higher when the correlation between traits is favourable and lower when this correlation is unfavourable (Young 249 1961). As index selection generated F1 populations with more unfavourable genetic correlation between traits than 250 independent culling, the genetic gains for index selection were potentially lower than for independent culling.
251
Nevertheless, despite index selection being carried out under increasingly unfavourable genetic correlations over the 252 cycles, the genetic gains obtained for the index trait were equivalent to the gains obtained using independent culling 253 ( Fig. 3) . 
263
Methods of selection and genetic diversity over cycles of selection
264
According to Bulmer (1971) , reduction in the genetic variance due to selection stems mostly from the build-
265
up of negative linkage disequilibrium between causal loci when selection is performed. This can be seen by comparing 266 genetic and genic variation (Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively). Genic variation is a function of the allele frequencies 267 and the allele substitution effect only, and thus is not affected by changes in linkage disequilibrium. The results in Table 3 show that the loss of genic standard deviation of the component traits and index trait are not greatly affected
269
by the method of selection. Also, the method of selection did not greatly affect the trait means, as shown in Fig. 3 .
270
This indicates that, in terms of allele frequencies, there was little difference in the parents selected by either 271 independent culling or the selection index method in situations similar to our simulation. Therefore, the difference 272 between the selection methods derives from how they induce and exploit linkage disequilibrium between the causal 273 variants of the component traits. Specifically, as shown in Table 2 , independent culling induced a greater degree of 
289
believe this property is more of an academic curiosity than something that will have practical application.
290
For simplicity and ease of implementation, our simulations consider the same genetic architecture for both (1980) show that independent culling tends to eliminate genotypes that are homozygous for alleles with low effect for 295 one of the traits. For one pleiotropic causal locus, when both alleles are favourable for one trait and unfavourable for 296 the other trait, both homozygous genotypes tend to be culled, and independent culling would select the heterozygous 297 genotypes. If heterozygous genotypes were preferred, the fixation of alleles would be slower and, therefore, the loss 
294
305
Economic importance of the traits
306
In general, when using the same selection intensity for both traits, the greater the difference in the economic 307 importance of the traits, the better index selection will perform compared to independent culling (Fig. 4) . This happens 
313
The results in Fig. 4 show that independent culling approaches its maximal gain when a higher selection 314 intensity is used for the trait with higher economic importance and a lower selection intensity is used for the trait with 315 lower economic importance. In fact, when one trait had 5 times the economic importance of the other trait, the optimum 316 was achieved when almost no selection was carried out for the less important trait. These results demonstrate that
Regardless of the gains achieved with independent culling being maximised, when parents are selected based on an index, equivalent gains are achieved by simply summing the values of the traits weighted by their economic 320 importance. Once the true economic weights of the traits are quantified, index selection is much simpler than 321 independent culling when using these weights for optimizing the genetic gains in a plant breeding program.
323
Index selection in modern plant breeding programs that use genomic selection
324
There is little to no evidence suggesting plant breeders use analytical techniques to determine optimal 
328
This model has clearly been successful, because plant breeding programs have continued to deliver genetic gain.
329
However, it is likely sub-optimal, and a more analytical approach should be adopted in the future.
330
The value of a more analytical approach becomes greater as genomic selection is more widely used. The
331
results presented in this paper show a selection index is superior to independent culling when using genomic selection.
332
These results are further supported by earlier theoretical work (Smith 1936; Hazel and Lush 1942; Young 1961) . This
333
indicates a clear preference for implementing selection indices in plant breeding.
334
The focus of plant breeders should be determining the economic weights for a selection index. In this paper 335 the economic model used to select weights was implicitly assumed to be known and linear. The reality is that true 
342
Conclusions
343
We evaluated and compared recurrent selection breeding programs using either independent culling or index 344 selection for parent selection. The results show that, despite selection being carried out under unfavourable genetic 345 correlations when using the selection index instead of independent culling, equivalent or higher genetic gains were 346 achieved with index selection in all simulated scenarios. In terms of genetic diversity, the differences between methods
347
in the studied system were driven mostly by differences in the generation of linkage disequilibrium between causal 348 loci induced and not differences in allele frequencies. When linkage disequilibrium was not considered, both methods
349
were equivalent in terms of loss of genetic diversity, and the differences between methods in terms of efficiency of 350 converting genetic diversity into genetic gains mostly reflected the differences in the genetic gains obtained with each 351 method. To obtain higher genetic gains, accurately assessing the economic importance of the traits is essential even 352 when independent culling is performed, as optimal culling levels should be determined in order for maximum gain to 353 be achieved. Given that optimal culling levels are complex to estimate, once the economic importance of each trait is 
478
either independent culling (IC) or a selection index (SI) under three levels of relative economic importance (REI) and 479 using either the same proportion selected (10%) for Trait 1 (T1) and Trait 2 (T2) or optimal culling levels for each
